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BEATHA: CHARACTERISTICS-BASED RELIABLE END-TO-END
COMMUNICATION FOR MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS (MANETS)
NIAZ MORSHED CHOWDHURY AND STEFAN WEBER
Abstract
Ensuring end-to-end reliability in wireless networks is challenging, especially
because of unpredictability of the node’s location, random changes in topology and
sequential transmission nature of the physical layer. Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANETs), a type of wireless network, are currently managed at higher layers using
transport and network protocols designed for wired networks such as Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). However, these protocols are not
proficient enough to provide adequate support in wireless environment, therefore
exhibit poor performance in obtaining high throughput particularly over long multihop paths. This paper proposes a transport protocol for end-to-end reliable communication over long multi-hop MANETs. The proposed protocol uses a characteristicsbased network protocol that has been designed for wireless networks. The transport
protocol addresses a number of problems that TCP encounters in wireless networks,
such as low throughput, excessive retransmission, incorrect interpretation of packet
loss, interference of data and control message and provides solutions to overcome
those problems. The contributions of this paper are two-fold: Firstly, it proposes a
rate-based adaptive flow control technique and a NAK-based retransmission mechanism that enhance end-to-end throughput in MANETs over long multi-hop paths.
Secondly, it operates over a characteristics-based network protocol and provides reliable end-to-end communication without using IP network.
Introduction
The Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), a collection of mobile nodes operated over
wireless technologies such as IEEE 802.11 with or without having an infrastructure
based access point, is widely used to deploy decentralized communication in remote
places.1 However, communication over wireless networks is currently managed at
higher layers based on the use of Internet Protocol (IP) and its transport layer counterpart Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).2 Wired networks assume that nodes are
interconnected by immobile elements and individual streams of communication will
not interfere with each other. But in a wireless environment the nature of the communication between nodes in a given area is sequential in order to avoid the interference of concurrent transmissions. This led to poor performance of transport protocols
used in wired networks in their wireless MANET counterparts. Another noticeable
difference between wired and wireless networks is the change in topology. Whereas
topology rarely changes in wired networks, in wireless networks it changes frequently. These frequent changes eventually engage two problems that largely hamper end49
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to-end communication in MANETs. Firstly, it causes frequent link failures while
routing data from the source to the destination and secondly a node serving a particular task may move out of range resulting a permanent service failure. Thus, protocols designed for wired networks are not adequate enough to serve the purposes for
wireless networks and necessity for an alternative approach of IP network model is at
its peak now.
Over the past two decades, a number of suggestions that have arisen propose
a redesign for the end-to-end approach in distributed systems3 and conventional internet structure.4 By the middle of the current decade, when Wi-Fi became popular,
researchers from all around the world started taking initiatives to design alternative
protocols to IP for wireless networks. Content-based Networking5 and Content-based
Routing6 were some of those early initiatives. In recent years two other protocols,
Adaptive Attribute-based Routing7 and Publish/subscribe Architecture8 have been
proposed. However, these protocols are designed for application-specific network
layers (except content-based routing that has some degree of functionalities to provide unreliable transport layer support). Nevertheless, none of them incorporate a
fully operational transport protocol or have any plan to do so. Hence, those protocols
are not capable of replacing TCP/IP suite in wireless networks.
In this paper we propose a new fully reliable transport protocol called Beatha
that will be an alternative of TCP for MANETs. We have also chosen a characteristics-based network protocol called Uisce as an alternative of IP. It will act as the routing protocol for Beatha to deliver segments from the source to the destination.
Related Study
The proposed transport protocol in this paper is designed as an alternative to
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) for MANETs and is later benchmarked against
it to evaluate performances. Therefore, it is important to investigate different operations of TCP to identify major shortcomings. This section also describes recent solutions proposed by computer scientists around the world and their limitations. Finally
this section briefly introduces Uisce, the underlying network protocol of Beatha.
Limitations of TCP in Wireless Environment
TCP, the de facto standard of current internet infrastructure, is designed for wired networks that assume that nodes are interconnected by immobile elements and individual streams of communication will not interfere with each other.9,10 But rising numbers of ubiquitous systems with wireless communication functionality removes the
basis for these assumptions and the nature of the communication between nodes in a
given area becomes inherently sequential in order to avoid the interference of concurrent transmissions. As TCP is not aware of this fact and assumes that communication streams do not affect each other, it fails to understand wireless environment
appropriately and triggers false control mechanisms.
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A segment in wireless network may suffer from delay due to a number of reasons such as link failure, mobility or sequential medium access etc. But TCP identifies all sorts of delay as congestion of the network and triggers congestion control
mechanism by reducing transmission rate considerably. As a result of this ambiguous
congestion control TCP exhibits persistent fluctuations in transmission rate that eventually hampers achieving desired throughputs.
TCP flow control is highly dependent on ordered data transfer.2 If it records
out-of-order data, it instantly sends duplicate ACK. Receiving three duplicate ACKs
indicates loss of data that forces the sender to move to fast retransmit without waiting for the timeout and eventually to fast recovery phase by reducing transmission
window. This approach works well on wired networks but in wireless environments
with node mobility, out-of-order data delivery may occur for many reasons. A node
may move any time resulting in the establishment of new path that might be shorter
than the previous one. It allows later segments to arrive earlier. But that does not
mean that there is a loss or congestion in the network. However, this inappropriate
interpretation of TCP increases duplicate-transmission because of fast retransmission
and decreases data-rate because of fast recovery.
TCP maintains a window-based adaptive flow control mechanism that works
based on feedbacks instead of any timer.2 One of the underlying motivations behind
this design choice is the use of the dedicated per-flow bandwidth that can scale up to
several megabits in wired networks. However, in wireless networks with limited
bandwidth and high mobility it creates critical problem of bursting data. If TCP
receives several back-to-back ACKs that got stuck due to link failure or any other reason, it transmits a burst of segments to the receiver even if the network is not ready
to accept those. It significantly increases segment loss in the network.
Reverse flow is another problem that not only TCP but also most transport
protocols exhibit. TCP or similar protocols acknowledge either immediately or cumulatively. In both cases they crease a reverse flow from the receiver to the sender end.
As described earlier wireless medium is sequential in nature while accessing nodes,
this reverse flow inherently becomes an obstacle for the forward flow that carries data
segments. It slows down the data rate and acts as one of the reasons of obtaining low
throughput on long multi-hop paths in wireless networks.
Recent Alternative Solutions
Explicit Link Failure Notification (ELFN) was one of the earliest initiatives to
improve TCP performance. Gavin Holland and Nitin Vaidya from Texas A&M
University and University of Illinois respectively proposed TCP-ELFN in 1999.11,12
This method simply notifies TCP about link failure to prevent taking misleading decisions in the form of congestion control. However, it only deals with one of the problems TCP suffers over wireless networks leaving several other problems unresolved.
It did not take flow control, duplicate suppression, medium access etc. issues into
account and could not provide complete solution.13
51
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Another method that deals with cross-layer information awareness was proposed from New York University in 2004.14 It extended the idea of TCP-ELFN up to
notification of lost data and retransmission of lost ACKs. It proposes two mechanisms namely, Early Packet Loss Notification (EPLN) and Best Effort ACK Delivery
(BEAD). The key idea behind EPLN and BEAD is that intermediate nodes notify
TCP sender about lost data and retransmits lost ACKs. One of the main drawbacks of
this method is that it increases overhead at the network layer by exchanging excessive control information. Like the previous solution, this method also left many other
problems unresolved.
In recent years, a number of methods have been proposed to improve TCP
throughput by using multipath routing. The main rationale behind this approach is
that TCP mainly suffers from obtaining good throughput because of path failure.
Provided that the number of alternative paths can be increased, chances of path failure will decrease, making TCP perform better.15 A group from the University of
Toronto proposed a multipath routing for DSR that is capable of discovering disjoint
paths between two end points.16 Another group from the Georgia Institute of
Technology proposed an integrated SCTP/DSR protocol that operates based on multipath routing and enables load balancing on the links.17 Results of those approaches
show that if multiple paths remain available in the network, transport protocols particularly TCP performs better in wireless networks. However, obtaining and maintaining multiple paths over wireless networks is difficult. As nodes are constantly
moving, it is difficult to keep track of them. Moreover, it forces DSR to work in a
proactive manner going against its fundamental reactive nature. Availability of disjoint paths between nodes is also relatively low. Most importantly, this approach is
likely to increase out-of-order segment delivery that is responsible for triggering fast
retransmission and fast recovery.
Forward Acknowledgement (FACK)18 was one of the earliest methods to
improve TCP congestion control. But it was not proposed for wireless networks,
rather it deals with the internet. A combination of vertical and horizontal flow control
mechanism was proposed in 2003 that not only oversees end-to-end flow control but
also includes a flow control within its own layers.19 The main rationale behind this
technique is that in wireless networks each node acts as an end point for some communication streams and router for others. As a matter of fact, it is important to estimate how much data respective the MAC layer can accept at a given time. Another
flow control mechanism20 based on rate estimation was proposed from University of
South Australia. It works as a part of a multi-path protocol and estimates bandwidth
of each link and sends data accordingly. Rate estimation based on multiple links
should work perfectly over wired networks but on wireless network it will not perform well due to mobility.
Ad hoc Transport Protocol (ATP) is the only protocol so far proposed solely
for wireless networks as an alternative of TCP.21 But it is highly dependent on col-
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lection and exchange of control information between end-points and intermediate
nodes. It introduces Quick-start to remove TCP slow-start. But TCP slow start is not
slow at all and it is not responsible for slowing down TCP flow. So, targeting slowstart instead of resolving causes that misled slow-start was a wrong approach.
Moreover, the way ATP deals with quick-start depending on information of just one
round trip time and that is from connection establishment; it leaves a chance of bursting the network with a quick chunk of data at an initial stage. However, the main reason that TCP freezes is that it is suffering from unknown delay that was not properly
taken care of in ATP. ATP control information increases overhead of the path significantly and hampers forward data flow by its flurry of reverse information in the form
of feedback and acknowledgement.
Uisce – A characteristics-based Network Protocol
Uisce22 is a characteristics-based routing protocol for MANETs. Unlike IP routing
protocols, it does not identify nodes with fixed identifier. The real-world analogy that
is used for characteristic dissemination approach is a river. The flow of water in a
river is driven by gradients in the landscape, from high to low altitudes. Multiple
rivers merge at a confluence and form a new river which flows on with a combined
water level. Uisce associates a characteristic with a potential value representing the
water level of a river. At a source node of a characteristic, the potential describes the
capacity of the characteristic. The dissemination of characteristic information is performed through broadcasting. A host node broadcasts its characteristic information
periodically causing its neighbours to incorporate this information in their knowledge. One of the most significant issues in Uisce is that a node has only knowledge
about the characteristic information of its one-hop neighbours; the rest of the network
is anonymous to it. Interestingly, it cannot even differentiate nodes from one-another. It delivers the packet to specific characteristics instead of a specific node. It is
unreliable, anonymous and connectionless. Beatha, the transport protocol proposed in
this paper, is specially designed to fit onto Uisce to provide end-to-end fully reliable
connection oriented communication in MANETs.
Design
Ensuring end-to-end reliability in MANETs is challenging, especially because of
unpredictability of node location, random change in topology and sequential transmission nature of the physical layer. In order to cope up with those problems, the proposed transport protocol Beatha is designed in such a way that it can take those challenges into account and provides necessary solutions to ensure reliability and enhance
throughput of the communication. The following parts of this section discuss design
of Beatha in detail covering connection management, segment management, methods
to ensure reliability, retransmission timer management and flow control.
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Connection
The Beatha connection management mechanism consists of three elements, namely
Connection Frame (CF), Active Connection Table (ACT) and Active Reception Table
(ART). In this mechanism, each connection is associated with a set of specific variables that controls the whole connection. Among those variables, members of CF act
as the identification property of each stream. CF is comprised of a unique combination of three different variables namely Requested Characteristics (RC), Source
Tracker (ST) and Destination Tracker (DT) where RC is the characteristics requested
by the application, ST is a randomly generated number for the source and DT is
another randomly generated number for the destination. It is noted that ST and DT is
generated by the source and the destination node respectively.
ACT and ART in this mechanism are two tables maintained by each node.
ACT contains CF of all initiated requests whilst ART contains CF of all accepted
requests in a node. Entries of these two tables are finite and the maximum number of
connections being initiated and accepted is fixed by a connection threshold called
Cthresh. If Beatha receives a request from the application to create a connection when
the maximum number of connection reaches Cthresh, it declines the request. Similar
action is taken while receiving request from other nodes. Each ACT and ART entry
is associated with a buffer that holds segments for particular streams.
Connection management in Beatha needs to perform two operations - establishing and terminating a connection. In between these two phases it also manages
connections by providing matching operation for each segment with its stream based
on CF, e.g. RC, ST and DT. A segment is considered to be a member of a particular
stream only when these three variables of the segment header get matched with their
counterpart in ACT or ART.
One question might arise that the Beatha connection mechanism contradicts
with the basis of using Uisce underneath it. The reason why Beatha uses Uisce as its
network protocol is to remove the concept of using fixed identifier in describing
nodes. But in CF Beatha connection introduces ST and DT that are fixed identifier
for end nodes. The answer to this question is, in reality it does not contradict. Though
Beatha works with fixed identifier but it does not violate the main concept of characteristics-based communication. ST and DT are only used to identify two end points
of a communication stream so that Beatha can differentiate multiple streams from
each other. But those identifiers are not used in routing or describing nodes. It is also
noted that a single node may have multiple ST or DT. This variable is associated with
each connection, therefore, the number of ST and DT will be the number of entry
present in ACT and ART respectively.
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Figure 1: Connection Frame and ACT/ART in Beatha
Segment Management
Conventionally, a transport protocol receives a data stream from the application layer
and chunks those into small pieces called a segment. These segments are the smallest unit of data at transport layer. Each segment contains a necessary transport protocol header in front of its payload. When the transport layer passes its segments to the
network layer those segments are then encapsulated into a packet and routed to other
nodes. The proposed work maintains this convention of data flow at different layers.
For each connection Beatha maintains a data buffer to hold its segments and
keep track of associated variables. There are two types of buffers present in Beatha.
Source nodes that are responsible for initiating connections and sending data maintain Outgoing Segment Buffer (OSB). On the other hand, destination nodes that
receive data maintain Incoming Segment Buffer (ISB). Because of their contrast in
operation, buffer structures are also different.
Outgoing Segment Buffer
OSB is the simpler of the two buffers in Beatha. It is comprised of three fields, namely sequence_number, data and status field. Beatha chunks large data sequentially and
sorts those based on sequence_number. It is noted that sequence number in Beatha is
not like TCP based on segment address, rather it is a natural number starting from 1
up to N that also denotes the last segment of the stream. When Beatha receives data
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from the application, it chunks it as a 1400 byte segment each and inserts into the
OSB data field for the respective sequence number. The OSB status field contains
two values: true and false. It is originally initialized as false but converted to true
when respective segment is sent to the receiver.
Incoming Segment Buffer
ISB is relatively complicated as in addition to data it holds control information to provide acknowledgement support. This buffer is comprised of five fields. Like OSB its
first two fields are sequence_number and data. When Beatha receives a new segment
from its source-end, it extracts the sequence number from the segment header and
inserts received data to the respective data field. The next three fields hold three control information about the native segment, namely isReceived, isSequenced and
isTimerSet. On arrival of each segment its isReceived becomes true. A segment is said
to be sequenced if all the previous segments are received. For such segments
isSequenced is set to true. Beatha sets a timer for the segment that is not received yet
but a segment with larger sequence number has already arrived. While setting the
timer, Beatha makes isTimerSet field true. Otherwise all three fields remain false.
Operations of these fields will be discussed in the next section.
Acknowledgement
Beatha is designed especially to avoid reverse flow in the communication. Unlike
other transport protocols Beatha does not have a segment by segment acknowledgement scheme. In fact, it never sends acknowledgements to the sender to ensure successful delivery, rather it only sends acknowledgement when it does not receive a
segment. Therefore, Beatha actually works based on a technique that we call in this
paper “negative acknowledgement” or simply NAK.
According to our proposed technique, the sender node sends segments in
sequence, i.e. in order of sequence number. As sequence numbers are organized in
chronological order, it allows receiver node to be sure that all the segments having
smaller sequence number than the latest received segments are either received or on
the way or lost. On receiving a segment, if Beatha identifies any such segment smaller than the received one (let’s call it expected segment), it starts a timer for it and
waits for a specific period of time. In a situation when the timer runs out but the
expected segment is yet to arrive, Beatha assumes that it is lost and sends a NAK to
the sender to retransmit that expected segment.
Beatha acknowledgement works based on three ISB control information that
already have been mentioned in the earlier section. These are isReceived, isSequenced and
isTimerSet. Beatha initializes these fields with false while establishing a connection.
Subsequently values of these fields get changed and control whole reliability procedure.
When a receiver node receives a segment Beatha checks three things and takes
action accordingly. At first it checks whether the segment is already received or not.
If not then it makes isReceived field true and checks whether the immediate previous
56
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segment is sequenced i.e. all the segments above the immediate previous segment are
received or not. If that segment is in sequence, Beatha converts isSequenced field of
the current segment to true because if immediate previous segment is in sequence
then the current segment is also in sequence. But if the immediate previous segment
is not sequenced, there might be two possible situations. Either that segment is not
received yet or at least one segment above that is yet to arrive. So Beatha starts checking isTimerSet field of all the segments upwards that are not received yet. If any such
field is found false, Beatha starts a timer for it. If the respective segment does not
come until the timeout, the receiver node sends a NAK to the sender to retransmit the
segment and sets another timer for it. Details of these two timers will be discussed
later in the next section.
Retransmission Timer Management
In contrast to general convention where retransmission timer management is maintained at sender end, Beatha maintains it at the receiver end. Hence, retransmission
in Beatha involves retransmission of a NAK instead of a data segment. As described
earlier, when Beatha experiences the timeout of an expected segment, it sends a NAK
requesting the sender to send the segment again. It maintains a timer for this NAK
and if it does not receive the data segment within the timeout, it sends the NAK again.
Beatha also uses the same timer when it waits for an expected segment.
Most transport protocols including TCP use Jacobson’s algorithm23 to calculate Round Trip Time (RTT) and Request Time Out (RTO). It defines RTT as follows:

Equation 1: Jacobson’s Algorithm
Here ! is a smoothing factor that determines the weight of the old value and typically it is defined as 7/8. M is the actual return time of the last data-acknowledgement
couple. However this algorithm involves cumulative operation based on feedbacks
from previously travelled segments. As Beatha does not send regular acknowledgements, it is not possible to use this algorithm directly. Nevertheless, in order to adapt
this algorithm in Beatha necessary modifications are introduced in the operation. The
following part of this section describes required modifications to Jacobson’s algorithm and a proposal of calculating RTO in the form of a function.
RTT Calculation
Beatha requires a round-trip-time based timer when it sends NAK for missing segments and waits for a retransmission from the sender end. One significant challenge
in calculating RTT in Beatha is its unconventional acknowledgement approach. As
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Beatha the receiver does not acknowledge any segment, it is not possible to get a
round trip time from data segments. Hence RTT in Beatha is not calculated based on
a real round trip. It maintains a virtual return time (Mv) to incorporate Jacobson’s
algorithm within it.
In Beatha, the sender includes a time-stamp in the header of each segment it
sends to the receiver end. On receiving a segment, the receiver extracts this timestamp and deducts it from current time to get the travel-time (let’s call it tt) from the
sender to the receiver end. Afterwards, it calculates Mv from the following formula to
replace M in the Jacobson’s algorithm described in Equation 1.

Equation 2: Virtual return time in Beatha
The main rationale behind this calculation is that Beatha segments receive a privilege
while accessing the medium as it does not face a reverse flow form acknowledgements. But, when a NAK passes through long multi-hop path, it faces a delay due to
constant flow of data segments. In order to adjust this delay segment travel-time is
multiplied 2.5 times instead of just doubling it.
By replacing M with Mv in Equation 1 we get,

Equation 3: Proposed RTT in Beatha
This RTT is used in Beatha to calculate retransmission timeout (RTO). First RTT is
straight forward Mv and will be calculated just after receiving the connection request.
Once the connection is established, Beatha moves on calculating RTT based on
Equation 3.
RTO Calculation
Beatha sets timers on two different occasions. As described earlier in the
Acknowledgement section, Beatha sets timer for its expected segments. If any
expected segment fails to arrive before the timeout, it sends a NAK requesting the
sender to retransmit that expected segment and sets another timer for it. Although
these two timers are different in nature and purpose, one single retransmission timer
is design to adjust with both situations. RTO in Beatha is expressed as a function of
RTT as follows:
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Equation 4: Proposed RTO in Beatha
RTO in Beatha is calculated in this fashion in order to adjust unpredicted delay that
the segment might face due to numerous reasons produced by the wireless environment. Sometime it happens that a segment may face delay due to link failure. But it
does not necessarily mean that the segment is lost. When RTO is more than 1 sec, the
situation acquires enough time to be adjusted. But when RTO is very small, such as
less than 1 sec, there is always a chance that timeout exists. However, this timeout
triggers retransmission of a segment that is not lost yet. In order to control this duplicate transmission, Beatha sets the minimum value of RTO as 1 sec.
Flow Control
Flow Control is the process of managing data transfer rate between two end points.1,2
The amount of data a sender can send at a specific time towards a particular receiver
is determined by the flow control scheme of that sender node. In this paper we propose a rate-based adaptive flow control mechanism for Beatha that is capable of not
only determining the rate a segment should be transferred between end nodes, but
also adjusting rate that the underlying layer can accept.
Wired networks operate perfectly with TCP-like window based flow control
because of its dedicated bandwidth. But in wireless networks bandwidth varies for
numerous reasons and such flow control risks the communication by bursting the network with an unexpected amount of data. As a matter of fact, window based flow
control is considered to be an outdated technique for wireless networks. Another
noticeable point in wireless ad hoc networks is that the same node needs to perform
two different roles simultaneously - the role of intermediate router and the end node.
Because of this exception, flow control in MANETs needs to be different than that of
wired networks. Moreover, the general assumption of sending a group of segments to
lower layers and delivering those to another node significantly differs in wireless networks. When a transport protocol tries to send multiple segments to a particular end,
it assumes that those will take almost equal time to reach the destination from the
source node. But in reality, the medium can only provide adequate support for the
first segment and the rest of the segments face an increasingly growing delay to get
access to the medium because of their previous segments. It eventually delays their
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round trip and gives a false interpretation to the transport layer. When the transport
layer assumes that the previously passed segment should be delivered by this time
and provide another bunch of segments, it creates a buffer overflow at the MAC layer
and results in timeout for multiple segments. These shortcomings clearly indicate that
a rate-based adaptive flow control is required for MANETs that can deal with both
end-to-end and layer-to-layer flow.

Figure 2: Beatha Flow Control Basics
Beatha flow control is a rate-based technique. This flow control, however, does not
rely on acknowledgement while sending data from one end to another end, and maintains an adaptive behaviour to change its rate with the change of bandwidth and traffic of the network. According to this proposed flow control, a fixed block of data is
sent at a time with a regular interval between any two blocks. This block is called
complete block (cb). Each cb is further divided into small partial blocks (pb) that
maintains another delay between them. Beatha sends a whole pb at a time and waits
for a period of delay called internal delay (dint) and sends another pb to carry on the
process of sending whole cb. In between two cb Beatha maintains a delay called external delay (dext). Both dint and dext are calculated based on proposed mathematical formulae explained later.
Derivation of Internal Delay – dint
The main principle behind maintaining dint is to let already submitted (to lower layers) pb to be transferred to the receiver end. If T is the required time to transfer pb
from one end to another end, it can be defined as follows:

Equation 5: Required time to transfer pb
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Capacity – ": As accessibility of a wireless node depends on its neighbouring nodes,
a path having n hop cannot transfer n segment at a time. Hence, the capacity of a path
to transfer segments simultaneously is lower than the total number of free hop exist
on that path.

Figure 3: Number of segments travelling together on a Path
Figure 3 shows ten different paths having different number of hops. It also shows the
accessible hop on each path while the first hop is being used by a segment. A close
observation of this figure gives an idea that capacity of a path is actually a series of
3. With the increment of every 3 hop, availability of 1 extra segment is created. Paths
having 1 – 3 hop has the capacity of transferring one segment at a time, whilst paths
with 4 – 6 hop has capacity of two, 7 – 9 hop has three, 10 – 12 has four and so on.
Hence, the capacity (") of a path can be defined as follows, where hop is the number
of hop presents on the path:

Equation 6: Capacity of a path
Total Trip: The total trip required to send a pb depends on the capacity of the path. A
path having " capacity needs subsequent trips to send a pb.

Equation 7: Total trip required to send a pb
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Single hop travel time – t: Single hop travel time – t is a variable that Beatha maintains and updates on a regular basis. On receiving each NAK request, the sender
Beatha extracts timestamp from the header to calculate travel-time (tt) for that particular NAK. Then it further retrieves the number of hops that NAK travelled on its
way from the receiver end to the sender end. This information, however, Beatha
acquires from Uisce through cross-layer information exchange. If receiver Beatha
does not need to send NAK for more than 5 sec, it explicitly sends a message to
update t at sender end.

Equation 8: Single hop travel time
One noticeable point in this calculation is that Beatha takes travel-time from a control message which is much smaller than a data segment. Hence, probable single hop
travel time for a segment is taken as the twice of the required time by a control message.
Internal Delay: Replacing equation 5 by 6, 7 and 8 we get,

Equation 9: Required time to transfer a pb
But from the definition of dint we know it is the time required to send a pb. Therefore
T is actually dint. So, finally we get,

Equation 10: Internal Delay
Design of External Delay – dext
The basic assumption behind the design of dint was to estimate delay over an uninterrupted path. But in reality, nodes also act as intermediate routers. It may create further delay depending on the traffic of the path. Moreover, in situations such as link
failure or interruption from outside, Beatha may need to slowdown. Hence, this flow
control mechanism requires a feedback-based delay to control its rate adaptively.
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Calculation of feedback: Beatha maintains a variable called feedback that changes its
value over time depending on the nature of the network. When Beatha receives a NAK
request, it identifies that segment loss has occurred in the network. Therefore, it needs
to slowdown in such a way that it can again retrieve the speed as soon as the problem
is resolved. The variable feedback serves this purpose for Beatha in this regard. Change
in this variable, however, is dictated by two conditions. According to the first condition,
it is increased by 10% on receiving each NAK segment. Hence, an increment of feedback over a period of 1 second can be expressed as follows (where n is the number of
NAK received during that period),

Equation 11: Feedback calculation
But according to the second condition, it is decreased by 50% per sec. So, this decrement can be expressed as,

Equation 12: Feedback calculation
So, over a period of 1 second, change in Beatha can be expressed as,

Equation 13: Definition of feedback
From equation 13, it is clear that whether the value of feedback will increase or
decrease depends on n, the number of NAK request Beatha receives over a period of
1 second. A maximum of 4 NAK per sec is considered normal behaviour and feedback is not increased for this. However, if Beatha starts receiving 5 or more NAK per
sec, value of this variable will start to increase. Beatha initializes feedback with 0.1
at the beginning of a connection. It also maintains a lower threshold of 0.05 e.g.
Beatha does not reduce feedback further once it reaches this threshold.
External delay – dext: As mentioned earlier this delay is inserted between any two complete blocks. It is designed in such a way that if the problem persists, Beatha can continue to slow-down its rate; otherwise gradually move back to its original flow. This
delay incorporates three variables described in previous sections, hop, t and feedback –
all three are capable of changing themselves over time. Finally we can define dext as:

Equation 14: External Delay
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Here, feedback plays the role of adjusting dext with the demand of the network. If
Beatha receives more than 4 NAK request in a particular second, feedback increases
itself bringing an increment in dext too. Again, when Beatha stops receiving NAK
requests or at least less than 5 requests per second, feedback starts to decrease itself
that eventually enforces dext to decrease itself too.
Implementation
The OPNET Modeler simulator24 is used to implement and evaluate Beatha. This is
a discrete event based network simulator that is capable of creating a network scenario almost identical to the real world. OPNET simulator provides an environment
that imitates a real world scenario by creating events and later executing those based
on scheduling and interruption. In OPNET, it is possible to work either at network or
node or process domain depending on the nature of the work. We have implemented
our protocol in process model using C/C++ language. Later, we incorporated Uisce
with Beatha at node domain to form an alternative protocol stack for MANET.

Figure 4: Beatha process model (left) and Protocol Stack at node domain (right)
The OPNENT modeler was configured to consider the simulation environment to be
‘campus’ location with a 10x10 km¬2 area. All experiments in this simulation used
IEEE 802.11b as MAC protocol.25 Table 1 shows certain parameters that were used
while conducting evaluation. The remaining parameters were left at the default settings of the simulator.
During the evaluation Beatha is benchmarked against TCP on the top of IP.
TCP used Three different IP routing protocols – DSR, AODV and OLSR in the evaluation. For all protocols, the default configuration present in OPNET Modeler 14.0
version was used unless mentioned otherwise in the next section.
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Table 1: Parameter Setting for IEEE 802.11b
Evaluation
The objective of this evaluation is to analyze the performance of Beatha protocol. As
Beatha is designed to address those problems that transport protocols suffer in obtaining high throughput over long multi-hop paths in MANETs, this evaluation concentrates on issues related to throughput, acknowledgement count, data rate and segment
delay with both static and mobile nodes.
The evaluation environment is created within the OPNET Modeler simulator.
Version 14.0 of the modeler is used for this purpose. It also provides all protocols
used in this evaluation expect Beatha and Uisce. Uisce is taken from an on-going
project at Trinity College Dublin whilst Beatha is our designed protocol. Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET 2005 is used to compile all protocols used in this evaluation.
Evaluation hardware involves an Intel dual core 2.4 GHz machine with 3 GB RAM.
Microsoft Windows XP is used as the operating system of the evaluation environment.
Evaluation of Throughput
This experiment measured throughput for Beatha over Uisce and TCP over DSR,
AODV and OLSR separately. It was performed in a scenario where the number of
hops varies from 1 to 10 on a static path with 230m gap between each node.

Figure 5: Throughput over paths having different length
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As described earlier, TCP performs poorly over long multi-hop paths for a number of
reasons including sequential medium access by IEEE 802.11 MAC and TCP's window-based flow control and segment-by-segment acknowledgement technique.
Figure 5 shows all three combinations of TCP achieved decent throughput starting
near 400 KB/s over single hop path but their performance went down as soon as they
started operating over long multi-hop paths and touched a throughput level near 20
KB/s on the longest path having a distance of 10-hops. In order to improve transport
layer performance over long multi-hop paths, we introduced rate based adaptive flow
control in Beatha and a NAK-based acknowledgement scheme. As a result of this
Beatha performed much better than TCP while operating on the same path. This
experiment shows that Beatha achieved a throughput of 819.44 KB/s over single hop
distance and went on achieving 151.51 KB/s on the longest path, still seven times
higher than the average performance of the TCP combinations.
Evaluation of Acknowledgement
This experiment evaluated the number of acknowledgements that Beatha and TCP
require to exchange between end points in order to ensure reliability for transferring
the same amount of data. It used exactly the same scenario described in previous
experiment. However, in this experiment Beatha was evaluated against TCP over
AODV only.

Figure 6: Acknowledgement sent by the receiver
Figure 6 demonstrates that Beatha sent a very small number of acknowledgements for
transferring a 5 MB file compare to TCP. On a single hop path when TCP sent an
average of 681 acknowledgements, Beatha sent nothing. In the worst case, on a 10hop path Beatha sent an average of 45 acknowledgements whilst TCP sent an average of 1201 acknowledgements. Beatha exhibits this behaviour because of its NAK66
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based acknowledgement scheme. It does not acknowledge received segment like
TCP, instead it only sends negative acknowledgement (NAK) if it identifies a missing segment. This particular feature of Beatha reduces reverse flow in the communication significantly making room for the data to be transferred through a free medium.
Evaluation of Data Rate
This experiment took place in two phases with nodes having random mobility. The
first phase involves a simple placement of nodes called Alpha pattern. In the second
phase another pattern called Beta pattern is used that had zigzag paths with frequent
change of direction and faster speeds. In this experiment Beatha – Uisce pair was
evaluated against TCP – AODV pair.

Figure 7: Rate of data under mobility pattern Alpha (top) and Beta (bottom)
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Figure 7 shows the amount of data both Beatha and TCP sent per second over a period of 30 second. It exhibits that in Alpha pattern TCP touched the ground a number
of times which means on those occasions it completely failed to send any data whatsoever. Moreover, TCP even could not reach the half way of the minimum level
Beatha maintained for a single time. On the other hand, Beatha showed a relatively
stable behaviour keeping the data rate always between 160 KB/s and 120 KB/s. In
Beta pattern TCP could hardly send data and touched the ground on several occasions. Beatha also suffered from fluctuations but still maintained a relatively higher
margin than TCP.
Evaluation of Segment Delay
These experiments were conducted with the same configuration described in the last
experiment. Delay for all the segments over a period of one second was accumulated
and a later average was taken by dividing it by the number of segments received during that period. Finally, the first 30 seconds from both Beatha and TCP communication were taken to prepare the graph.

Figure 8: Segment Delay under mobility pattern Alpha (top) and Beta (bottom)
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Figure 8 shows that TCP performed a mixed behaviour with some fluctuations in
Alpha pattern. The graph associated with TCP is broken because on few occasions
TCP completely failed to send data. In contrast, Beatha exhibited a stable and continuous behaviour. In Beta pattern where nodes change their direction frequently,
both Beatha and TCP performed poorly. At some stage segment travel time in Beatha
reached 1.96 second. Despite that, its performance compared to TCP is much better.
TCP failed to send data on a number of occasions. One noticeable point in this graph
is that the delay in TCP never passed too high while the delay in Beatha never did.
They rationale behind this behaviour is that Beatha never stops sending data even if
the environment is very hostile. But because of TCP’s window-based flow control, it
cannot adjust its rate with the change of situation and stops sending data completely
while facing harsh environment.
Conclusion
The motivation for the work presented in this paper arose from the observation that
state-of-the-art research in supporting end-to-end reliable communication in wireless
networks has failed to address the challenges of dynamic wireless environments
where flow control needs to be adaptive and acknowledgement be selective. As
described earlier, TCP exhibits poor performance in wireless networks because of its
window-based flow control mechanism and behaviour of triggering inappropriate
congestion control in situations where delay occurs due to factors associated with the
wireless environment. The proposed protocol, however, addresses these problems
and provides solutions to outperform those difficulties. Through evaluation we have
shown that our proposed rate-based adaptive flow control mechanism along with a
NAK-based retransmission scheme is capable of enhancing end-to-end throughput in
MANETs over long multi-hop paths. The proposed protocol also operates over a
characteristics-based network protocol and provides reliable end-to-end communication without using IP network.
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